
Share the Health & Share the Wealth World Tapping Circle - Affiliate Program

Why We’re Here 

The World 
Tapping Circle 
ensures that 
people who want 
to heal, evolve 
and change the 
world, have 
consistent 
Tapping (EFT) support to do so.  
Happy healthy people create a happy healthy world.  

Our Membership Model 
Monthly Membership - $36  
Yearly Membership - $302 (Save 20%) 
✦ 52 LIVE Circles Annually + Video Library  
✦ Tapping Tips and Articles 
✦ Mini-Tap Videos:10-15min Topic Specific Tapping 
✦ Discounts on Workshops, Trainings & Retreats 

We make Tapping fun, easy and affordable. 
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Our Goal  
To expedite the 

healing of humanity 
by providing expert 

Tapping Support, 
consistently & 

affordably, for 
people everywhere. 

How We Do It: 

1. We broadcast a LIVE weekly 
90 min Tapping Circle & host a 
REPLAY Video Library.  

2. We provide Core Causes 
Questions to help people 
directly address the root of 
their issues every session. 

3. Each Unique Tapping Circle 
can be used to bring healing 
to any issue. 

4. Members customize their 
experience by focusing on the 
current issue of their choice.  

5. Every Circle Includes:  
✦ Words of Wisdom and 

Practitioner Perspectives 
✦ 60 min of Guided Tapping 
✦ Multiple Check-ins & 

Support via Chat 
✦ Tapping Recommendations 

&  Loving Encouragement

Share the Health & 
Share the Wealth 

Affiliate Program for The World Tapping Circle

The World Taping Circle is a global 
online community of people using 

Tapping (EFT) to quickly resolve issues, 
and become self-empowered!

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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Our Values  
Our Social Change Mission  
The World Tapping Circle provides emotional healing and self-
empowerment, with the goal of helping healthy happy people create a 
healthy happy world together.  
✦ We donate thousands of dollars in scholarships every year for the World 

Tapping Circle, EFT Workshops and Trainings to support those in need.  
✦We encourage people to share their Memberships by hosting “Tapping 

Parties” for their friends, groups, organizations and communities. 

Community Activism 
By providing the Tapping Party Kit, we enable you to accelerate the change 
you wish to see, via hosting a Circle for your community. Join us as to activate a  
practical form of LOVE in ACTION. 

Ongoing Resource 
The World Tapping Circle is 
a valuable, ongoing source of 
emotional support for women’s 
& men’s groups, wellness 
programs, therapists, life 
coaches, holistic healers, 
acupuncturists and mentors. 
The WTC Is an easy self-care 
support supplement that 
benefits you and your 
COMMUNITY.

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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Join Team Love 

Become an Affiliate 
Do you enjoy helping others? We make it easy for you to hook 
up your friends, family, co-workers, and your email list with 
consistent Tapping support!  

The World Tapping Circle’s Affiliate Program includes a Digital 
Promotions Kit for anyone with a big heart and the willingness 
to reach out. Activate your circle of influence! Post your unique 
affiliate link to your website, blog, email list and or social media 
profiles. The clicks you generate are traced back to you. 

Get paid for LOVING people! Create an automatic 
income stream. Receive an ongoing 30% 

commission for each 
person who subscribes 
to The World 

Tapping Circle.  
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Our Marketing 

Quality Content 

We put a great deal of CARE and 
LOVE into the Tapping videos 
and written content we generate 
each month.  

Free Access 

Offer your people a Free Month 
of the World Tapping Circle, (NO 
credit card required).  

Your unique AFFILIATE LINK 
grants access to the WTC 
broadcast for a month of 
Membership privileges. 

 Your Prospective 
Members Receive: 
✦ Welcome Kit  
✦ How to Tap Videos 
✦ LIVE 90 min Tapping Circle 
✦ Email Check-In’s  
✦ Access to the Video Library 

We provide tapping tips and 
videos blogs to uplift and inspire 
people to do their inner work.  

Education 

We provide essential Tapping 
Tips and How-To videos to set 
people up for a successful easy, 
and productive tapping 
experience. 

Inspiration 

We provide a Digital Promotions 
Kit that ignites curiosity and 
inspires action! 
✦ Beautiful Images & quotes  
✦ Easy email blasts 
✦ Mini-Tap Videos 
✦ Tapping articles & scripts 

“Peace on earth  
is an inside job.” 

~ Sonya Sophia

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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A Tapping Party from Austin, Texas - featured on a *live* broadcast  

Tapping Parties Accelerate Income  

A Tapping Party happens when a Member of The World 

Tapping Circle invites people to come over and Tap. This 
can be done by utilizing a *live* WTC broadcast or by using 
an archived Circle from the Video Library. 

This is a simple and practical way to introduce EFT and to 
demonstrate its transformative power. We include all the 
tools and tips you need to manage your own tapping party.  

Sign up to host your party, in your Membership Area at  
worldtappingcircle.com. 

“My Tapping Party fosters kindness and consciousness 
and is the perfect place to offer my Affiliate link.” 
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Hosting  
a regular 
Tapping 

Party gives 
people a 

consistent 
opportunity 
for healing, 

love and 
growth. 

Ideas for Holistic 

Professionals  
VELOCITY FOR THEM & 
INCOME FOR YOU 
Utilize the Affiliate Program by 
recommending WTC Memberships 
to your clients. Our weekly 
broadcast and Video Library keep 
people on track and accelerate their 
progress. Increase your job 
satisfaction and expedite their 
process at the same time!  
✦ Assign the WTC as a resource 
✦ Cover more ground as clients’ 

resistance and self-sabotage melt.  
✦ With us as your ally, your work and 

wisdom are enhanced! 

CREATE CONSCIOUS 
COMMUNITY
People amplify healing when they 
come together. A Tapping Party is a 
repeatable, streamlined event that 
creates potent connections and 
lasting empathy. Attending a 
Tapping Party gives your 
prospective and current clients a 
chance to be uplifted and inspired 
by you and each other. 

NIFTY NETWORKING
After trying Tapping, the value of a 
WTC Membership is tangible.  
Your ongoing income stream will 
build itself by:  
✦ Guests becoming clients 
✦ Clients making referrals  
✦ People using your Affiliate link to 

Sign Up for their own WTC 
Membership

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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The Market 
Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability 
(LOHAS) is a massive market that is 
growing rapidly. 
✦Addressable Market: 40 Million in the USA  
✦Market size: $130 Billion sales in 2013 
✦Sector Growth: 13% annually 

Q: How Much Money Can I Make? 
A: You earn 30% - for the duration of each 
Membership referred! 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Over the next 5 years WTC 
will expand the reach of EFT 

into millions of people’s lives.

One Membership at $36/mo x 30% commission = $10.80/mo 
Do the math. As more people take your advice and sign up, your residual income stream GROWS!  

1 Memberships = $10 - paid monthly = $129 Annual Income 
5 Memberships = $54 - paid monthly = $684 Annual Income 

10 Memberships = $108 - paid monthly = $1,296 Annual Income 
20 Memberships = $216 - paid monthly = $2,592 Annual Income 

100 Memberships = $1,080 - paid monthly = $12,960 Annual Income 
500 Memberships = $5,400 - paid monthly = $64,800 Annual Income 

  

NOTE: To those who are generating referrals, simply for the LOVE of what tapping does for 
people; we will GIFT & MATCH your commission dollars as TAPPING SCHOLARSHIPS.

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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Share the Health & Enjoy Your Wealth 
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4 Simple Steps to Your Affiliate Income Stream 
1. Sign Up 
Become an Affiliate and joinTEAM LOVE!  
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/ 

2. Get Your Link 
Your Affiliate Link tracks back all referrals to you.  

3. SHARE the LOVE!  
✦ Include your Affiliate Link in every referral, so your 

account gets credited. 
✦ Use your Affiliate Center for pre-written emails 

including, videos and beautiful graphics, to inspire ACTION! 

4.  GET PAID!  
✦ We send you a check every 3 months for any paid WTC Memberships connected to your Affiliate Link.  
✦ See your Sign Ups & access resources in your Affiliate Center: http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate_center/

On the Web  
✦ Emails 
Send out convenient, prewritten emails as a single 
or series of email blasts including beautiful 
graphics, videos & Tapping Tips.  

✦ Website 
Promote the FREE MONTH trial Membership on 
your website with one of our gorgeous graphics 
from your Affiliate Center. 

✦ Social Media 
Your personal experience and recommendation 
go a long way in helping others and inspiring 
friends to join the Circle.  
POST often and widely, using our graphics and 
your unique link to gift people a FREE MONTH. 

✦ Web Content 
TESTIFY - BLOG about what specifically Tapping 
has done for you and what you see it doing for 
others. Be sure to include your link. 

In Person 
✦ Tell Your Friends  
Talk your friends authentically share what Tapping is 
doing for you. Text or email your Affiliate Link for a 
FREE MONTH of Tapping as a follow up. 

✦ Invite a Friend to Tap 
Invite a friend over to join you as you TAP IT OUT 
with us live or via a REPLAY video. 

✦ Host a Tapping Party 
Host a TAPPING PARTY - *live* or using a REPLAY 
video. Use our Tapping Party Kit to guide you 
thorough creating you own event. Build momentum 
by hosting monthly or weekly. 

✦ Cultivate Community 
Use Tapping Parties to uplift and support specific 
groups or entire communities. i.e..Women’s Groups, 
Weight Loss Support, Addiction Recovery, At Risk 
Youth, Natural Birth, etc. 

http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate_center/
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate_center/
http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
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Live Love 

Inspire Health 

Enjoy Wealth 

As a fellow Love Activist,  

I call on you to bring about 
healing for humanity. Turn on 
your circles of influence to 
Tapping and help create peace 
on Earth.  

Join us as an Affiliate & get 
paid to be love in action. 

Happy healthy people are 
creating a happy healthy 
world together!  

Sign Up & get paid for doing 
the good work. 

In Love & Service,  

Sonya Sophia & Team Love

http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/

http://www.worldtappingcircle.com
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/
http://www.sonyasophia.us/affiliate-sign-up/

